The editor
In January 1956, I also was brought into the world (itself no doubt kicking and screaming), a merger of a left-wing centre-forward and a village pharmacist. Failing to adequately inherit the football genes, I followed the apothecary's leanings and entered Glasgow's medical faculty. Once qualified, I eschewed a Glasgow's oversubscribed 'medical rotations' and moved directly to rheumatology where irritatingly insistent teaching ('drop the fork and tell me the three cardinal signs of LVF') cajoled me through the MRCP exam.
My inverted approach to career-planning took me only then to general medicine, cardiology and diabetes, before a major dalliance with clinical pharmacology produced a mixed clinical and 'scientific' MD on the treatment of epilepsy. A return to rheumatology (my first love?) resulted in a permanent post exactly where, as it transpired, one would want a permanent post.
Back in the 'publish or be-calmed' era, even nonacademics found ourselves engrossed in the minutiae of scientific papers, reviews, case reports and the protean foibles of journals and their editors. As it happens, my first publication was in the SMJ 4 . . . and my 'last' publication was in the SMJ 5 . So, in a way, I feel as though I am coming home, despite never being away.
The way ahead
The SMJ is an unusual creature. Most medical journals have a close association with a particular society or organisation. Many are obvious -Rheumatology and The British Society of Rheumatology, Gut and its more in-your-face GI equivalent. Others are less intuitive; one might surprise many an international clinician by reminding them that the BMJ is the publication of a Trade Union.
The SMJ, however, has a number of 'supporting' societies; so many that none may feel any degree of ownership. While BSR members are happily aware their subscription partly goes towards Rheumatology's upkeep, some members of the SMJ's societies may understandably baulk at donating money simply to publish abstracts. I say 'understandably' because . . . that was me. 'This is just to keep the journal going', I complained. Not realising that is exactly the point. We need to keep the journal going. The 'society', which the SMJ serves is the society of medicine in Scotland, is made up of all the doctors in Scotland -many, but not all, members of one or more of the specialist or other societies in the country. Mainly too small to have their own individual journal. To people like me I say: This is your journal. You are the society we serve.
And the way ahead?
We need to get people back reading the journal. These days, own-specialty demands keep 'general' reading at a premium. We must improve readability and accessibility.
This includes making more of the activities of associated societies; details of meetings rather than simply abstracts. As well as book reviews (fewer than 25 per month . . .), there will be other regular features, including a new off-piste columnist and a 'one-that-got-away' slot for worthy ideas/papers that never saw the light of day. More will come. Readers may keep an eye out for their favourite.
For access, it is hoped 'the management' can set up links to individual subscribers, reminding them of each issue's publication, with top-stories and teasers.
Entering the journal will be as easy as reading your on-line newspaper. Once readers are 'inside' the journal, the quality of the original papers and articles will speak for themselves.
And the editorials? Time will tell whether they increase or decrease appeal. They will be an eclectic melange of contents review, news and views on Scottish medicine. Plus maybe, as Ben Elton used say, just a little bit of politics . . . Note a. A posh word for 'failed to get into'
